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Grand Photo Competition 
 

        
 

 

This month’s stunning winner was entered by Mike Abbott, showing him silhouetted against a 

dramatic sky in front of St Nicholas’ chapel in St Ives. It was taken by coastguard John Prior of NCI 

St Ives, and his winnings were put straight in to the coffers of that worthy charity. Mike was also 

fortunate enough to receive the parking permit for Perranporth, generously donated by Adi 

Chirgwin. 

 

May 2011 
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Viva the Club Class! 
By Graham Austin 
What’s the club class? I hear you say. Well, 

it’s a way into competition flying for Hang 

gliders in the BOS (British open series 

competition). It’s cross country flying for 

newcomers with little experience but big 

ambitions, and it’s all the help needed to fulfill 

those dreams. 

Round one took place in South East Wales at 

the end of April. Spring had arrived at last and 

with a goodish forecast I set off for Wales 

hoping for 5 days of epic flying. 

Day one, and it was windy, but off we set to 

Pontllotyn where we rigged and waited, 

sheltering behind cars hoping for conditions to 

improve, and watching a couple of hot shots 

test the air. 

It wasn’t looking too good: not that much lift 

and some nasty valleys over the back. The 

day was canned! 

Day 2, too windy. Day was canned! 

Day 3, too windy. Day was canned! 

Day 4, even windier! Day was canneder!! 

By Monday afternoon, half the field had 

packed up, as day 5 forecast was looking a bit 

thin too, with only a slight possibility of some 

flying. 

BUT…Day 5. At last there was a chance of 

some flying, and our fantastic meet head 

(flying god Pete Coad), had us all off to the 

Malverns where we met up at a car park at the 

back of the hill. Pete had set the goal for the 

club class at around 36km at a place called 

Weobley. I’ve never flown 36k so I wasn’t that 

optimistic of making it, but I resolved to give 

it my best. It was a steep carry up to take off, 

but not that far thank God. 

 
Rigging at Malvern (photo by Angie Coad) 

We all rigged and waited for the safety 

committee to decide if it was safe to fly, as it 

was still a bit windy. Soon after they were 

given the go-ahead, most of the main class 

took off (including our own Mr Phipps) and all 

quickly got to cloud base and zoomed off. It 

was then that we in the club class got the nod 

to fly. 

I took off and flew over to the spot all the hot 

shots seemed to thermal up and away from, 

but for about 15 minutes I was pinned low on 

the hill unable to climb much. Slowly I got a 

bit more height and started to find some 

smallish but punchy thermals, which I tried to 

maximize, and as I gained a bit more height 

the thermals started to join up, giving a good 

climb rate up and away from the hill. 

 
Our hero launches (photo by Kaz Phipps) 

I was up to about 5000ft, with the thermal 

dying off a bit just below cloud base, when I 

was joined by another hang glider. We both 

flew on together, looking for the next bit of 

lift, now and then flying round the core of a 

thermal, both trying to centre it. I was hoping 

he was better than me, to help keep me going 

on this flight! 

Up until then I hadn’t paid too much attention 

to my flight path, but finally I started to look 

at the little arrow on my gps for which way to 

go. 

I was down to about 2000ft now, generally 

looking for some ground sources, and saw a 

nice farmer ploughing a field. Off I went, and 

sat down-wind of him, and slowly I climbed, 

maybe gaining another 1000ft as I drifted 

ever onwards towards goal (well that’s what I 

thought), getting the odd bit of lift here and 

there. 

I was getting a bit desperate now, down to 

1000ft and still going down, but in the 

distance I saw a town; could I make it there? 

I crept over the town at about 750ft, looking 

for landing options all the time. I was looking 

at all the cars, houses and roads, thinking 

there must be some heat here! Sure enough I 

started to climb a bit, then a bit more, then 

boom: I was going up well. I pushed the bar 

out and braced it there for 3 or 4 minutes, 

climbing back up to about 3500ft.  

Now I was taking a big interest in the little 

arrow, as I might just be able to make goal! 

VB all the way back, I was now trying to glide 

as best I could (but I seemed to be going into 

wind!) and looking at the distance-to-goal 

shrink bit by bit. But with 3km to goal, I was 

looking for somewhere to land. I spotted a 
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nice field and lining up pointing back into 

wind, I put in a good landing. 

As I packed down the glider a young guy came 

over and pointed out I was just a couple of 

fields away from a place called Weobley and 

he had seen a couple of other gliders there. I 

thanked him for that information and told him 

about the comp and how I nearly made goal!! 

Well that’s my account of my first comp, but 

not the whole story: all the thermalling over 

ploughed fields and towns took me well off 

track (and through Shobdon airspace) and 

that is not good! Pete had to tell me I’ve been 

disqualified from the task. But that’s a 

personal best for me at 33k, and my best 

flight to date, and I’m looking forward to the 

next round at Yorkshire.  

If you fly a hang glider and want to get better 

at XC, get yourself entered into the BOS, as 

you won’t find a more helpful bunch of guys 

who all want you to get better. 

  

 
Rules for the Kernow Cross Country Leagues 2011 

The competition is open to all pilots, of all abilities and either discipline, and is supposed to be fun. 

There will be two leagues, one for hang glider flights and the other for paraglider flights, running 

from January 1st to December 31st. The trophies will be awarded for the highest score for each 

league.  

To be eligible for inclusion in the league a flight must have started in Cornwall, and must be 

registered with me, Tim Jones (tel. 01209 832234), within a month of the flight. Flights must be 

registered with launch and landing grid references. (3D GPS logs will not be necessary!) The 

minimum distance to qualify is 3km (1.86 miles). 

Scores will be calculated from the total mileage of a maximum of five flights, of which the fifth must 

be a defined flight (out and return, triangle or flight to goal). 

For ridge runs, multiple entries for the same ridge run will not be allowed. If you have entered a 

score for a ridge run, then do another but go further, you can enter it and it will replace the shorter 

one.  

To add to the excitement we’ll have the usual five teams for a team competition.  

If your name isn’t there, or you’d like to change teams, let me know, and I’ll try to put things right. 

 

 
Rampaging Rhinos Snorting Bulls Pouncing Lions Wild Weasels Grizzly Bears 

Tim Jones Pete Coad Steve Hawken Graham Phipps Alan James 

Patrick Buxton Jeff Wood  Mark Butler Graham May Peter Crockford 

John Woolams Stephen Dredge Mike Abbott Manuel Lira Al Ashford 

Mark Woodhams Barry Hobbins Graham Austin Raymond Mickleburgh Geoff Brooks 

Mike Clelford Michel Kerhoas Fiona Austin Mark Fowler Paul Howse  

Chris Whittaker Roger Treneer David Langley Peter Lazenby Gay Jones 

Martin Jones Stephen McIlduff Nigel Eagle Jeremy Ovens James Bull 

Christianne Squibbs Tony Peach Naser Alavi Adi Chirgwin Mike Cleaver 

Graham Koller Sarah Waller Alan Knight Bill Northcott Mike Cowley 

Karez Nigel Waller Lee Knight Kaz Phipps Ray Duggan 

Mark Finch Dean Fullwood Steve Hunt Sam Kahuna Richard Kippax 

Mick Lawless Jenny Long Chris Miller Tony Nelson Alan O'Kennedy 

Lawrence O'Dwyer Andy Rogers Mal Smith Wanda Summers Keith Sutherland 

Mark Taylor Joe Thompson Paul Watson Richard Welsh Shaun Williams 
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KHPA XC league 2011 
Not so much the KHPA XC league, as the Pete Coad XC showcase! Again Pete (too-much-time-on-

his-hands) Coad is showing us how to do it. He said at the last meeting that he was going XC from 

Rosewall Hill the next day…and he did! 

 

Paragliding XC League 
 

  

Flights this month 

 PC 

 
 
Chairman’s Chat  
April fools!… 

Me more than most!...Firstly huge apologies 

are in order: it was pointed out to me by 

someone far wiser than myself, (thanks Pete) 

that we haven’t asked for nominations for the 

Annual Award of the Steve Penaluna 

Trophy, presented to those that we as a club 

feel have shown Steve’s “go-for-it” attitude, 

not letting expectations get in the way of their 

achieving more, and have done it with Steve’s 

“why not?” approach. Can we please have 

nominations from you all by the next meeting, 

email and phone votes count too if you can’t 

make it. 

Those 4 weeks of great weather (summer I 

think it’s called) had me fooled too; I really 

thought we were in for a classic start to the 

season. However as I sit here now looking out 

on ‘mizzle’ and low cloud… (Well I do live on 

the edge of Bodmin moor) it looks like normal 

service has returned, and it’s too windy for 

Paras.!! 

Saying that, it looks like things have been 

good for Phippsy and the guys in the School, 

Fledgling Hangies, (and paras) abound, ‘Bonne 

Vol’ Michel, and ‘Proper Job’ Adie. ‘Hang on’ a 

minute... while I mention it there seems to 

have been a massive increase lately in the 

number of new hang glider pilots, 8 passing 

out of the school at the last count, and with 

club members, Dean F, Rick W and Nigel W all 

waiting in the wings it looks like we have more 

on the way…….does this mean I’m going to 

have to have a go??? Or do I buy a speed 

wing……Hmmm. 

 You don’t think it’s got anything to do with 

Tim’s ‘Hang Points’ article in this month’s 

Skywings, and the fact that the U.K. hang 

gliding record has just been broken? (I always 

said your articles were inspirational Tim). It 

now stands at 167 miles, as set by Neville 

Almond on 10th of May. Any of you lot fancy 

taking up the challenge? Like Tim said we 

have a lot of free airspace down this end of 

the country, and if the hangies can do it, why 

don’t we see if the paras can get some miles 

under our harnesses??? Only 120 miles to 

beat? Easy!! 

On that note don’t forget the offers from 

Coady for the XC coaching. Yorkshire will have 

probably come and gone by the time we read 

this but the Mynd is coming up 29th June until 

3rd July; I’ve booked leave, down loaded some 

really rare Nepalese ear trumpet tribal 

ambient trance music and serviced the Happy 

Bus. Bookings now being taken. 

Finally, I know I mentioned it in the meeting, 

but I just wanted to reiterate some of the 

good stuff that’s being done by various 

members, it’s really great to see things 

happening, like the site safety cards, the 

‘reclaimed’ parking spaces at Carbis, the XC 

trips, the re furbed web-site, the ‘flying today’ 

site, the structured coaching system and the 

upcoming events…the list is endless.  

It’s true what they say, the more you put in 

the more you get back.  
See you up there.  

Steve.

 
Name  

Team total (m) 

1 Pete Coad Bulls 30.47 
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From the Sites Guide 
Reacquaint yourself with the rules and PLEASE follow them! 

Site Name Vault Bay 
 

Nearest Town St. Austell 
 

O.S. Ref: SX 006 407 
 

Wind Direction: ESE-SE 
 

Wing Type: HG & PG 
 

RAF Ref: 3.002 
 

Access: KHPA members (other BHPA members by prior 
arrangement) 

Pilot Level: CP 

Resident Club: KHPA Club Contact: Graham Phipps Tel: 01209 842877 
Site Warden: Steve McIlduff 01872 520759 
Site Description: A scenic cliff site with a fairly narrow beach below. 
Altitude: 300 feet Height Top to Bottom: 300 feet 
How to get there: Tricky with narrow twisting lanes and alternative routes. The easiest approach is into the west end of 
the site. Get an O.S. Map. 
Vehicle Access & Parking: No vehicles to be parked on the roads or fields. Unload your gear and remove your vehicle to 
one of the car parks shown on the plan. 
Rules and Restrictions: Please strictly adhere to the usage conditions, landing and parking arrangements. 

Rigging Notes: 

Marshalling: Use common sense and consideration for others. 
 
Launch Notes: Beware of turbulence from the trees and hedges in front of the west launch. 
 
Top Landing Notes: Land in whichever of the 3 fields is clear of livestock. DO NOT land in any field where livestock may 
be disturbed. Beware of rotor downwind of hedges and wind shear where fields slope away downwind. 
 
Bottom Landing Notes: The beach can be narrow and a cross wind landing will be required. The carry up is long and 
steep.  
 
Hazards: Wind shear at the back of the landing area. Keep speed on and aim to land near the brow. 
 
Restricted Areas: Avoid all fields outside the site boundary, except where indicated land.  
 
Airspace: This site is in a Military Low Flying Area. 
 
XC Tips:  
 
Met Services: Dialmet is available for RAF St. Mawgan and RNAS Culdrose. 

 

All information is for guidance only. All pilots must 
make their own assessment of the site. 

Don’t Forget: Military Freephone for midweek 
flying.  
0800 51 55 44 

Red Arrows, Royal Flights and TRAs.  
0500 35 48 02 
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Safety and Incident Management 
 

 

 

 

Before your eyes glaze over and you turn the page, just think about how prepared you are to deal 

with an unexpected incident while out flying. Would you know what to do first? Would you know how 

to direct the emergency services? 

These site and incident management cards are now available and give as much guidance as you 

need. They give OS grid references to our regular flying sites and a protocol, as per BHPA guide 

lines, for the management of a serious incident. The guide is easy to follow and should help the 

other pilots present. 

• First, it’s important that someone takes charge of the situation; if necessary take charge 

yourself. 

• Obviously, if there is a first aider present, leave them with the casualty and nominate two 

people to call the emergency services, leaving one near the road to direct the services. 

• If a helicopter is required, clearly, the air needs to be clear of gliders. The BHPA adopted 

symbol for ground to air indication is a large letter H meaning “clear the sky”. A letter “H” 

can be made out of hang gliders or paragliders but must be secure on ground. Once the sky 

is clear of pilots it is sensible to remove the “H” to allow the helicopter to land safely.  

• If possible, record, but do not disturb equipment. Varios and GPS, if used, can help in the 

understanding of the incident and should be in safe keeping. Glider and harness should also 

be stored safely. 

• The BHPA suggests taking witness names and statements following such incidents, and the 

submission of an Incident Report form within 48 hours. 

Let’s hope that we never have to do this in earnest, but it’s always best to be prepared, so make 

sure you have one of these invaluable cards. They are laminated and can be stored in 

harnesses/glider bags.  

If you haven’t got one already, the cards are available from Nigel Waller, Steve Mcilduff (both of 

whom devised and produced them) and Graham May, or at a club meeting. 

 

Safe flying 

 

Nigel Waller 

 

    

    

    

Minutes for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding Association held at St Minutes for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding Association held at St Minutes for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding Association held at St Minutes for the meeting of the Kernow Hang gliding and Paragliding Association held at St 

Rumon’s Social Club on Tuesday 10Rumon’s Social Club on Tuesday 10Rumon’s Social Club on Tuesday 10Rumon’s Social Club on Tuesday 10thththth    May 2011May 2011May 2011May 2011    

    
Welcome Chairman Steve welcomed 18 members attending and opened the meeting at 8.05       

Apologies. Received from Graham Phipps gone fishin’, Patrick Buxton didn’t want to come! 

Welcome new members. None 
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Monthly photo comp Won by Mike Abbott 

Minutes of the last meeting Proposed by Pete Coad seconded by Mark Woodhams. 

 

Matters arising 

XC Coaching Pete said there had been several people ready to go on the weekend of the BOS, but 

the windy weather had wisely put them off. However Mark Woodhams, volunteer retrieve driver, had 

made the journey, and had provided a fantastic service for Tim, Graham May and Graham Austin, 

for which he was thanked warmly. 

Club Coaches Pete congratulated the new club coaches Bill Northcott, Steve McIlduff and Nigel 

Waller and, when he gets his form in, Chairman Steve. Graham May said he would develop some 

sort of format whereby coaches could specialise in one area, so that new pilots could target 

particular coaches according to their needs. Adi said that the letters CC on a name on Mike Cowley’s 

website were very helpful. 

Carbis Bay Chairman Steve made an impression on the tenant farmer when he advised another 

pilot quite strongly to ask the tenant to remove his vehicle from the field. The farmer seemed quite 

surprised, but only asked flyers to keep off the main part of the field until he had cut the grass for 

silage. Steve felt he should have been impressed by the fact that we are actively policing the site. 

 

Regular reports 

Competitions: Pete reported on a so-so first round of the BOS. The first four days were blown out, 

and quite a few competitors gave up and went home, but the last day turned out to be a cracker, 

with an 86km task from the Malverns for the main class, and a 35km task for the sports class. There 

were many smiling faces by the end of the day, with lots of people making goal. Grant Crossingham 

won the day, and so became the British Open champion. 

Pete said that the south Devon Brass Monkeys comp had been abandoned, and he had heard 

nothing back from them regarding the Easter Comp. 

Steve Dredge said he would contact South Devon to see about arranging some friendly paragliding 

comps. 

Pete also reported that just today there were reports that Neville Almond of Thames Valley had 

broken the British record on his Atos Class 5, flying something like 170 miles from Milk Hill to the 

Norfolk coast. 

Club Flying: There had been some flying at St Agnes and Carbis Bay. Bill N said that if it was blown 

out at Vault Bay, it was often flyable at Maker, a South Devon site near Plymouth. 

CHAPS training: Kaz gave passed on the detailed message from Graham, who was hurriedly 

packing his fishing gear, that “they had done some.” 

Incidents: Apparently Glen Fowler had made firm contact with the ground at Perranporth while 

doing wingovers at low level. He suffered a large asymmetric and was turned violently into the hill. 

GoPro camera: Nigel W took the camera. Steve McIlduff was thanked for setting up a KHPA area 

on Youtube for flying videos. 

 

Other business 
Mike Cowley asked whether the club was finding his website useful, as he was hoping to develop it and sell it 

to other clubs: flying, climbing, surfing etc. The members agreed that it was a good idea and useful, and felt 

that clubs would be likely to be prepared to pay for such a service. 

Pilot exam Lectures: Chairman Steve thanked Graham and Kaz for organising their Pilot revision 

sessions in the past. He asked anyone who was interested in attending lectures for the Pilot Exam in 

the future to contact him. If there was sufficient interest he would arrange some in Portreath. 

Chairman Steve said he was impressed with the way members were getting involved in 

developments that will benefit the club. He mentioned Mike’s website, and a portable spot landing 

target that Nigel had made, and also highlighted the work Steve McIlduff, Nigel and Paul H had been 

doing at Carbis Bay, clearing the hedges by the side of the road to provide more parking. 

Nigel and Steve Mac had also produced reference cards for all members to help advise in the event 

of an emergency. They included advice on managing an incident and had the grid references of most 

of our sites to give to the emergency services. The cards were distributed to members, and would 

be available to members not at the meeting. 

Summer do: Kaz said she was prepared to organise something so long as it was well attended, 

since she had organised them in the past but had very few people turn up. 

There being no further business the meeting closed at 9.10. 
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Members 2011 
These are the 2011 members so far. If you’re not on there, and think you should be, or if your 

details are wrong, please let me know. 

 

Important numbers 

Perranporth ATC: 01872 552266 

High Cliff (Mr Crocker): 01840 230418 

RNAS Culdrose: 01326 574121 

 

 
Name Home Mobile 

Mike Abbott 01736 798598 07923 413603 

Naser Alavi 07814 440433 

Alan Ashford 07817 130515 

Fiona  Austin 01805 622560 07947 410882 

Graham Austin 01805 622560 07946 706558 

Geoff Brooks 07980 744869 

James  Bull 01752 851773 07734 294858 

Mark Butler 01209 822363 07971 795559 

Patrick Buxton 01209 891445 07887 841813 

Adrian Chirgwin 01209 216455 07973 489671 

Mike  Cleaver 01208 813765 07881 414462 

Mike Clelford 01736 710376 07973 177459 

Pete Coad 01209 716522 07977 841117 

Mike  Cowley 01872 863758 07914 086884 

Bela Karoly Csete 01209 210614 07738 294520 

Stephen  Dredge 01208 851442 07889 702879 

Ray Duggan 01752 651214 07540 644700 

Paul Dunstan 1209 217304 07979 328159 

Nigel Eagle 01637 880546 

Mark Finch 01736 763536 

Mark Fowler 01209 719819 07919 522897 

Dean Fullwood 01326 311237 07802 827202 

Steve Hawken 01872 571582 07881 585208 

Barry Hobbins 01326 318143 07783 448458 

Paul Howse 01326 574498 07749 890061 

Steve Hunt 

Alan James 07929 132006 

Gay Jones 01326 574498 07812 710883 

Tim Jones 01209 832234 07795 482351 

Martin Jones 01736 871246 

Sam Kahuna 07950 735088 

Michel Kerhoas 01326 374726 07767 887834 

Richard Kippax 07733 407673 

Alan Knight 01209 831748 

Lee Knight 01209 831748 

Graham Koller 01736 711017 07814 133536 

David Langley 01566 781503 07968 975857 

Mick  Lawless 01326 563113 07968 340880 

Peter Lazenby 01872 279718 07838 154994 

Manuel Lira 01326 319161 07866 367310 

Jenny Long 07969 252748 

Graham May 01209 843380 07989 231386 

Stephen  Mcilduff 01872 520759 07508 443540 

Raymond Mickleburgh 01872 262648 07773 027263 

Chris  Miller 01822 610542 07975 756154 

Tony  Nelson 07891 557894 

Bill Northcott 01579 340465 07547 126489 

Alan O'Kennedy 07716 84939 

Lawrence O'Dwyer 01579 321226 07981 321443 

Jeremy Ovens 01872 870301 07542 114840 

Tony  Peach 01902 757003 07525 867007 

Alan Phipps 01872 273839 

Graham Phipps 01209 842877 07785 593559 

Kaz Phipps 01209 842877 07970 228294 

Andrew Rogers 01209 216246 07866 985272 

Mal Smith 

Christiane Squibbs 01884 820836 07971 287958 

Wanda Summers 01736 762991 07919 613361 

Keith Sutherland 07877 686121 

Mark Taylor 07791 594012 

Joe Thompson 01726 63140 07979 492213 

Roger  Treneer 01736 368407 07974 493424 

Sarah Waller 01736 786615 

Nigel Waller 01736 786615 07974 905556 

Paul  Watson 01872 276592 07989 795999 

Richard Welsh 07753 825630 

Chris Whittaker 01209 860401 08701 715748 

Shaun  Williams 01209 713547 07739 067480 

Jeffrey Wood 01736 793298 07748 813358 

Mark Woodhams 01326 378555 

John Woolams 01637 879281 07972 196872 

 

 


